PRODUCTIVITY: FLOORS & WALLS
For your pleasure, we have sampled a variety of the newest and most
intriguing permutations in floor and wall surface treatments. A sensitive
balance of technology and craft has created complex and enthralling
designs that have the power to overtake a room in the best possible way.
PATRIZIA COGGIOLA

CARTESIAN
Interior surfaces address functional requirements, blending
conceptual rigour and technical proficiency. They become
geometrical, serial sequences in which the material and colour act
as the collective protagonist in a continuous sequence of shapes,
scattered graphical compositions, and games of patterns or
contrasting tones, from dim effects to pure optical allure.
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FILIPPO AND EUGENIO MANUZZI
CEOs of Ceramica Sant’Agostino

HELLE LYKKE JENSEN
Designer at ege

Figura is the name of ege’s new collection of carpet
tiles. “Figura gives architects and designers an opportunity to set free their creativity”, says the designer.
“Notwithstanding its impressive effects, it is a simple
concept, adding something new to flooring design in
combination with classic and new tile shapes. The carpet becomes the dominant feature in the interior, an independent design element on a par with the lamps and
furniture.” With eight different shapes, 15 attractive
qualities, and 370 colours to choose from, the designer
can accentuate parts of a room, either as eye-catching
or intimate zones. The many potential mixtures create dynamic effects focused on patterns and acoustics,
thanks to a range of sizes, tones, and materials that present fascinating expressions of depth and structure.
ege was founded in 1938 and boasts some of the
most advanced technologies in the carpet industry, doing its utmost to minimise environmental impact in
carpet production. All tiles in the collection have the
patented Ecotrust felt backing produced from recycled
PET bottles, a soft and durable material that also possesses positive acoustic benefits. Several elements are
made of 100% recycled yarn.

The Digitalart collection, previewed at the 2015
edition of Cersaie, received the Ceramics Design Award.
According to Eugenio Manuzzi and Filippo Manuzzi: “This prize rewards our continuous research into
innovative processes and our constant attention to design. In particular, Digitalart represents the evolution of
our manufacturing vision. The collection literally reinvents the ceramic material, transforming a two-dimensional texture into three-dimensions, with eye-catching
and functional results.”
The product has also been selected for the Compasso d'Oro, the most commanding of design prizes.
Digitalart uses the artistic graphics of textiles to define a
new ornamental code for advanced ceramics. Its inspirational source is the Pixel Art of the 1980s, which has
been revisited to create an original language. Digitalart
has not simply translated the style of texture but has interpreted it using a graphic key, with a chromatic shift
of empty and full alternating through visual sequences
that become a language.
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ceramicasantagostino.it

egecarpets.com
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COTTO

MUTINA

Piero Lissoni

Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec

Pætchwork by Piero Lissoni is a brand new signature
collection of tiles, sanitary ware, taps, and accessories edited
by Cotto, the flagship brand of SCG, a leading building
materials group based in Southeast Asia.
cotto.co.th / lissoniassociati.com / scgbuildingmaterials.net

Rombini is the result of a long process of research into ceramic patterns, starring designers Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec in collaboration
with the Mutina design department. The new tile collection, with its
alphabet of shapes and colours, was presented in late 2015.
bouroullec.com / mutina.it
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